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Ulema Dialogue 

ACSFo Balkh office, Mazar-e-Sharif:    

An inclusive dialogue was conducted with Ulema consisting of both Shia and Sunni 

sects. The dialogue was part of the activities being conducted under ACEP project. The 

dialogue was facilitated by staff of ACSFo’s provincial office in Mazar-e-Sharif. The 

participants were Mullahs, members from local authorities such as Director of 

Department of Women Affairs of Balkh province, Director of Hajj and Awqaaf of Balkh 

and Sar-e-pul and other Ulema members from Faryab, Jawzjan, and Balkh province. 

The dialogue was conducted on December 29th, the total number of participants were 

40 and out of which 12 were female from the four provinces.   
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The dialogue proceeded in two sessions. In the first session, the Ulema members and 

government officials discussed about role of women in the development of society and 

the private space of Muslim families according to holy book Qura’an and Hadees (Way 

of life, Saying and actions of Prophet Muhammad). In the second session, Ulema 

members addressed the questions of the participants.  

Issues addressed by following representatives:    

 Representative of Hajj and Awqaaf of Balkh province – Role of Women in the 

Society Development 

 Representative of Shia Ulema – Role of Women in the Society from the an 

Economic Point of View 

 Representative of Sar-e-pul Ulema – Role of Women in the Society from Security 

Perspective 

 Director of Women’s Department of Balkh province – Women Rights from Islamic 

Perspective  

 Representative of Faryab Ulema – Ulema’s Role in Preserving Rights of Women  

Ulema’s discussion was based on the references from Quaranic verses and teachings 

of Prohpet Muhammad. They affirmed that it is important to preserve the rights of 

women in order to have a peaceful society. They mentioned that men and women 



equally have the right to work and belong equally to the political, economic, social and 

cultural spaces of human life which is also the precept of Islam.  
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Ulema members discussed the status of women mentioned in other religions such as 

Christianity. They quoted, “women have the power to rear children from one hand and 

the entire world from the other hand.” There was a consensus amongst Ulema 

members present there that women have the right to pursue any profession but wearing 

hijab (Veil for Muslim women) is necessary as it is the guideline provided for women in 

Islam.   

They quoted the examples of great Muslim women whose bravery and purity are also 

mentioned in the Quranic text. For example: Khadija, wife of Prophet Muhammad 

accepted Islam from heart and then donated all her property and money for the spread 

of Islam and encouraged prophet to learn how to do business. Somaiyya, fought in the 

war and died to save Islam. Aasia (Mother of Pharaoh), raised Prophet Musa in her 

home without her son knowing about that. Maryam (Mother of Jesus), was accused of 

indulging in sex but she was proved innocent with the intervention of Allah. All in all, 

they meant that women are the victims of traditional and regressive customs and the 

government should take action against these customs.   

 

Towards the end of the session, there was a question-answer round and several issues 

were worthy of discussion. One of the important issue raised was related to anatomy of 

women, that is, the overrating of hymen in girls. This is a huge taboo in Afghanistan, if a 

girl has no hymen or broken hymen before her marriage that is perceived as extremely 

sinful by her husband and his family. Sometimes girls are even divorced for the similar 

reason after the first wedding night and she is stigmatized for all her life. Although it was 

discussed that it is important to understand this issue from the perspective of Islam and 

there is a need to spread awareness about the fact that sometimes hymen is not 

present in some girls since birth and also gets damaged because of rigorous sports, 

surgeries or some diseases. Therefore, these archaic thoughts and customs should be 

uprooted from mindsets of people.  

The participants also asked Ulema to stand against the practice of selling the daughters 

of the families on the name of Toyana and Walwar which is outrightly against Islam. 

Also, the participants requested the Ulema to give lectures to the people against the 

bad practices and customs in the Friday prayers when all the people come to mosque.   



Furthermore, Ulema members asked for more contribution of civil society organizations 

to spread awareness about these issues and to expand their outreach from center of 

the provinces to the remote areas. One of the member quoted, “we need light in a place 

where there is dark.”  

After the end of the session lunch and transportation fare was provided to the 

participants.  

 

Conclusion 

The session was conducted well and would bear impact on the mindsets of people. This 

would also help to increase the credibility of the project amongst the local government 

authorities and community. The Ulema dialogue proved beneficial for women and others 

to understand the women rights from the perspective of Islam. Also, the ACSFo 

monitoring and evaluation team constantly oversaw the proceedings of the session. The 

session was recorded through photographs and reported for the reference of the ACEP 

project management team and the donor.   
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